Hamilton Beach® Breakfast Sandwich Maker

**Fresh Breakfast Sandwich** – If you’ve ever prepared a breakfast sandwich at home, you know it’s a multi-step process often requiring more than one pan and a toaster for the bread. That means you’ll have to clean multiple pans, too. That’s where the best-selling Hamilton Beach® Breakfast Sandwich Maker comes to the rescue. Make breakfast sandwiches you can grab and go in 5 minutes or less with easy clean up.

**Control Your Ingredients** – Skip the drive-thru and make your breakfast sandwiches at home. Just choose your bread and layer on the fixings: egg, cheese, precooked meat, or the ingredients of your choice. Cook breakfast sandwiches to perfection and to your preference.

**Go healthy or hearty**– If you want to further explore healthy breakfast alternatives, try making your breakfast sandwich with a whole wheat English muffin, egg whites and your choice of veggies. On the other hand, if you’d prefer to indulge in a satisfying, protein-packed sandwich, the Breakfast Sandwich Maker is ready to oblige.

**DETAILS**

**Product Name:** Hamilton Beach® Breakfast Sandwich Maker

**Model:** 25475 (grey), 25476 (red), 25477 (black)

**MSRP:** $24.99

**Availability:** Now
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